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Would You Drink This Water?
This is what SWIM is about…
CREATING SAFE, CLEAN WATER!
There are many places in this world where the source of water looks like this. Would you drink this water?
Waterborne diseases, such as typhoid, are widespread.
Thanks to the grace of God and SWIM, however, this problem is being changed in many communities.
Your support is allowing SWIM team members to travel to villages in their country, in their area, and make a
huge impact by sharing about Jesus, the Living Water, and showing the people how to treat their water to
make it safe and clean. Lives are being profoundly impacted!
Morrice, a SWIM team member from Kenya, said this: “We appreciate SWIM for their prayers and support for
our team to be able to share CPUs (chlorine producing units) and the Word of God. We are touching souls!”
People are learning about waterborne diseases and how some diseases, like typhoid, are due to drinking dirty
and untreated water. The Gospel is also being shared and joyfully received!
“Safe hygiene practices are being taught as well as how to treat their water, repent of their sins, and take care
of their bodies as the temple of God with the Spirit dwelling in them,” Morrice added.
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This is what SWIM is about…
DISTRIBUTING BIBLES TO SHARE THE GOSPEL
Three church leaders in Mundindi, Kenya were recently each gifted with their own Bible. They had been
serving their church without a Bible to teach the congregation. After receiving these Bibles, they were moved
by the Spirit of the Lord through the Word of God!
This congregation also received a CPU (chlorine producing unit) to treat their water.
Your support of SWIM allowed these people to receive the Living Water of Jesus and to be able to have safe,
clean water in their homes.

This is what SWIM is about…
SHARING THE GOSPEL AND DISTRIBUTING CPUs AROUND THE WORLD
In India

In Mozambique

In Nepal

In Uganda
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Thank you!
You are helping to fulfill the dream of a future where everyone has access to safe water and everyone knows
Jesus, the Living Water, as their Lord and Savior!
We appreciate you being a part of this crucial mission! Thank you for your support!
If you choose to support us by sending a check, please mail it to:
SWIM, PO Box 227, New Sharon, IA 50207
If you’d like to make your gift online, visit: http://swimforhim.org/donations/.

The ripple effect of love, kindness, and hope is powerful! No gift is too small or insignificant. God uses them
all! Your gift is making a tremendous impact and we sincerely appreciate you and your generosity!
Thank you for being such a good friend to SWIM!
Earl Ratcliff
SWIM Chairman of the Board
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